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Abstract. In this paper, we address the problem of privately evaluating
a decision tree on private data. This scenario consists of a server holding
a private decision tree model and a client interested in classifying its
private attribute vector using the server’s private model. The goal of the
computation is to obtain the classification while preserving the privacy
of both—the decision tree and the client input. After the computation,
the client learns the classification result and nothing else, and the server
learns nothing. Existing privacy-preserving protocols that address this
problem use or combine different generic secure multiparty computation
approaches resulting in several interactions between the client and the
server. Our goal is to design and implement a novel client-server protocol
that delegates the complete tree evaluation to the server while preserving
privacy and reducing the overhead. The idea is to use fully (somewhat)
homomorphic encryption and evaluate the tree on ciphertexts encrypted
under the client’s public key. However, since current somewhat homomor-
phic encryption schemes have high overhead, we combine efficient data
representations with different algorithmic optimizations to keep the com-
putational overhead and the communication cost low. As a result, we are
able to provide the first non-interactive protocol, that allows the client
to delegate the evaluation to the server by sending an encrypted input
and receiving only the encryption of the result. Our scheme has only one
round and evaluates a complete tree of depth 10 within seconds.

Keywords: Machine learning · Private decision tree evaluation ·
Secure multiparty computation · Fully/somewhat homomorphic
encryption

1 Introduction

Machine learning (ML) classifiers are valuable tools in many areas such as health-
care, finance, spam filtering, intrusion detection, remote diagnosis, etc. [37]. To
perform their task, these classifiers often require access to personal sensitive
data such as medical or financial records. Therefore, it is crucial to investigate
technologies that preserve the privacy of the data, while benefiting from the
advantages of ML. On the one hand, the ML model itself may contain sensitive
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data. On the other hand, the model may have been built on sensitive data. It
is known that white-box and sometimes even black-box access to a ML model
allows so-called model inversion attacks [18,33,39], which can compromise the
privacy of the training data. As a result, making the ML model public could
violate the privacy of the training data.

In this paper, we therefore address the problem of private decision tree eval-
uation (PDTE) on private data. This scenario consists of a server holding a
private decision tree model and a client wanting to classify its private attribute
vector using the server’s private model. The goal of the computation is to obtain
the classification while preserving the privacy of both – the decision tree and
the client input. After the computation, the classification result is revealed only
to the client, and beyond that, nothing further is revealed. The problem can be
solved using any generic secure multiparty computation.

Generic secure multiparty computation [16,20] can implement PDTE. There
exist frameworks such as ObliVM [27] or CBMC-GC [17], HyCC [8] that are able
to automate the transformation of the plaintext decision tree program, written
in a high level programming language, into oblivious programs suitable for secure
computation. Their straightforward application to decision tree programs does
certainly improve performance. However, the size of the resulting oblivious pro-
gram is still proportional to the size of the tree. As a result generic solution are
in general inefficient, in particular when the size of the tree is large.

Specialized protocols [2,4,7,23,24,32,34,38] exploit the domain knowledge
of the problem at hand and make use of generic techniques only where it is
necessary, resulting in more efficient solutions. Existing protocols for PDTE have
several rounds requiring several interactions between the client and the server.
Moreover, the communication cost depends on the size of the decision tree, while
only a single classification is required by the client. Finally, they also require
computational power from the client that depends on the size of the tree.

Our goal is to design and implement a novel client-server protocol that del-
egates the complete tree evaluation to the server while preserving privacy and
keeping the performance acceptable. The idea is to use fully or somewhat homo-
morphic encryption (FHE/SHE) and evaluate the tree on ciphertexts encrypted
under the client’s public key. As a result, no intermediate or final computational
result is revealed to the evaluating server. However, since current SHE/FHE
schemes have high overhead, we combine efficient data representations with dif-
ferent algorithmic optimizations to keep the computational overhead and the
communication cost low. At the end, the computational overhead might still be
higher than in existing protocols, however the computation task can be par-
allelized resulting in a reduced computation time. As a result, we are able to
provide the first non-interactive protocol, that allows the client to delegate the
evaluation to the server by sending an encrypted input and receiving only the
encryption of the result. Finally, existing approaches are secure in the semi-
honest model (i.e., parties follow the protocol) and can be made one-sided sim-
ulatable using techniques that may double the computation and communication
costs. A one-sided simulatable protocol forces the client to behave semi-honestly
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and guarantees that a malicious server learns nothing [22]. Our approach is one-
sided simulatable by default, as the client does no more than encrypting its
input and decrypting the final result of the computation (simulating the client
is straightforward), while the server evaluates on ciphertexts encrypted with a
semantically secure encryption under the client’s public key.

Concrete motivation of our approach are machine learning settings (with
applications in areas such as healthcare, finance etc.) where the server is com-
putationally powerful, the client is computationally weak and the network con-
nection is not very fast. Our contributions are as follows:

– We propose a non-interactive protocol for PDTE. Our scheme allows the
client to delegate the evaluation to the server by sending an encrypted input
and receiving only the encryption of the result.

– We propose Pdt-Bin which is an instantiation of the main protocol with
binary representation of the input. We combine efficient data representations
with different algorithmic optimizations to keep the computational overhead
and the communication cost low.

– Finally, we implement and benchmark using HElib [21] and TFHE [11].

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We review preliminaries
in Sect. 2 before defining correctness and security of our protocol in Sect. 3. The
basic construction itself is described in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we describe implemen-
tation and optimization using a binary representation. We discuss implementa-
tion and evaluation details in Sect. 6. We review related work in Sect. 7 before
concluding our work in Sect. 8. Due to space constraints, we discuss further
details in the appendix.

2 Preliminaries

For ease of exposition, we abstract away the mathematical technicalities behind
HE and refer to the literature [1,5,10,19,31]. We start with the notation.

Notation. In this paper, μ denotes the bit length of attribute values, n denotes
the dimension of the attribute vector, m denotes the number of decision nodes,
d denotes the depth of the decision tree.

Homomorphic Encryption. We focus on (lattice-based) homomorphic
encryption (HE) schemes that allow many chained additions and multiplications
to be computed on plaintext. In these schemes, the plaintext space is usually a
ring Zq[X]/(XN

+ 1), where q is prime and N might be a power of 2.
A HE consists of the usual algorithms for key generation (pk, sk)←KGen(λ),

encryption Enc(pk,m) (we denote Enc(pk,m) by [[m]]), decryption Dec(sk, c). HE
has an additional evaluation algorithm Eval(pk, f, c1, . . . , cn) that takes pk, an
n-ary function f and ciphertexts c1, . . . cn. It outputs a ciphertext c such that if
ci=[[mi]] then it holds: Dec(sk,Eval(f, [[m1]], . . . , [[mn]]))=Dec(sk, [[f(m1, . . . ,mn)]]).
We require HE to be IND-CPA secure.
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The encryption algorithm Enc adds “noise” to the ciphertext which increases
during homomorphic evaluation. While addition of ciphertexts increases the
noise slightly, the multiplication increases it significantly [5]. If the noise becomes
too large then correct decryption is no longer possible. To prevent this from hap-
pening, one can either keep the circuit’s depth of the function f low enough or
use bootstrapping procedure which reduces the noise in a ciphertext, i.e., fully
HE (FHE). In this paper, we will consider both bootstrapping and the possi-
bility of keeping the circuit’s depth low by designing our PDTE using so-called
leveled FHE. A leveled FHE has an extra parameter L such that the scheme can
evaluate all circuits of depth at most L without bootstrapping.

Homomorphic Operations. We assume a BGV type HE scheme [5]. Plaintexts
can be encrypted using an integer representation (an integer xi is encrypted as
[[xi]]) or a binary representation (each bit of the bit representation xb

i =xiμ . . . xi1

is encrypted). We describe below HE operations in the binary representation (i.e.,
arithmetic operations mod 2). They work similarly in the integer representation.

The FHE scheme might support Smart and Vercauteren’s ciphertext packing
(SVCP) technique [31] to pack many plaintexts in one ciphertext. Using SVCP,
a ciphertext consists of a fixed number s of slots, each capable of holding one
plaintext, i.e. [[·| · | . . . |·]]. The encryption of a bit b replicates b to all slots, i.e.,
[[b]] = [[b|b| . . . |b]]. However, we can also pack the bits of xb

i in one ciphertext and
will denote it by [[�xi]] = [[xiμ| . . . |xi1|0| . . . |0]].

The computation relies on some built-in routines, that allow homomorphic
operations on encrypted data. The relevant routines for our scheme are: addi-
tion (SheAdd), multiplication (SheMult) and comparison (SheCmp). These
routines are compatible with the ciphertext packing technique (i.e., operations
are replicated on all slots in a SIMD manner).

The routine SheAdd performs a component-wise addition modulo two, i.e.,
we have: SheAdd([[bi1| . . . |bis]], [[bj1| . . . |bjs]])= [[bi1 ⊕ bj1| . . . |bis ⊕ bjs]]. Similarly,
SheMult performs component-wise multiplication modulo two, i.e., we have:
SheMult([[bi1| . . . |bis]], [[bj1| . . . |bjs]])= [[bi1 ·bj1| . . . |bis ·bjs]]. We will denote addi-
tion and multiplication by ⊞ and ⊡, respectively.

Let xi, xj be two integers, bij = [xi > xj ], bji = [xj > xi], the routine SheCmp
takes [[xb

i ]], [[x
b
j ]], compares xi and xj and returns [[bij ]], [[bji]]: ([[bij ]], [[bji]]) ←

SheCmp([[xb
i ]], [[x

b
j ]]). Note that, if the inputs to SheCmp encrypt the same value,

then the routine outputs two ciphertexts of 0. This routine implements the com-
parison circuit described in [9].

If ciphertext packing is enabled, then we also assume that HE supports shift
operations. Given a packed ciphertext [[b1| . . . |bs]], the shift left operation shifts
all slots to the left by a given offset, using zero-fill, i.e., shifting [[b1| . . . |bs]] by i
positions returns [[bi| . . . |bs|0| . . . |0]].

3 Definitions

This section introduces relevant definitions. With [a, b], we denote the set of all
integers from a to b. Let c0, . . . , ck−1 be the classification labels, k ∈ N

>0.
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Definition 1 (Decision Tree). A decision tree (DT) is a function T : Zn
→

{c0, . . . , ck−1} that maps an attribute vector x = (x0, . . . , xn−1) to a finite set of
classification labels. A DT consists of internal or decision nodes containing a
test condition, and leaf nodes containing a classification label. A decision tree
model consists of a DT and the following functions: a function thr that assigns
to each decision node a threshold value, thr : [0,m − 1]→ Z; a function att that
assigns to each decision node an attribute index, att : [0,m− 1]→ [0, n− 1], and;
a labeling function lab that assigns to each leaf node a label, lab : [m,M − 1]→
{c0, . . . , ck−1}. The decision at each decision node is a “greater-than” comparison
between the assigned threshold and attribute values, i.e., the decision at node v
is [xatt(v) ≥ thr(v)]. We use M = (T , thr, att) to denote a decision tree model.

Definition 2 (Decision Tree Evaluation). Given an attribute vector x =
(x0, . . . , xn−1) and M = (T , thr, att), then starting at the root, the Decision Tree
Evaluation (DTE) evaluates at each reached node v the decision b ← [xatt(v) ≥

thr(v)] and moves either to the left (if b = 0) or right (if b = 1) subsequent node.
The evaluation returns the label of the reached leaf as result of the computation.
We denote this by T (x).

Definition 3 (Private DTE). Given a client with a private x=(x0, . . . , xn−1)
and a server with a private M = (T , thr, att), a private DTE (PDTE) function-
ality evaluates the model M on input x, then reveals to the client the clas-
sification label T (x) and nothing else, while the server learns nothing, i.e.,
FPDTE(M, x)→ (ε, T (x)).

Definition 4 (Correctness). Given a client with a private x = (x0, . . . , xn−1)
and a server with a private M = (T , thr, att), a protocol Π correctly implements
a PDTE functionality if after the computation it holds for the result c obtained
by the client that c = T (x).

Two distributions D1 and D2 are computationally indistinguishable (denoted
D1

c
≡ D2) if no probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithm can distinguish

them except with negligible probability. In SMC protocols, the view of a party
consists of its input and the sequence of messages that it has received during the
protocol execution [20].

Definition 5 (PDTE Security). Given a client C with a private input
x = (x0, . . . , xn−1) and a server S with a private model M = (T , thr, att), a pro-
tocol ΠPDTE securely implements the PDTE functionality in the semi-honest
model if the following holds: there exists a PPT algorithm Simpdte

S that simulates
the server’s view ViewΠPDTE

S given only M = (T , thr, att), i.e., Simpdte
S (M, ε)

c
≡

ViewΠPDTE

S (M, x); there exists a PPT algorithm Simpdte
C that simulates the client’s

view ViewΠPDTE

C given only x and T (x), i.e., Simpdte
C (x, T (x))

c
≡ ViewΠPDTE

C (M, x).
A protocol ΠPDTE securely implements the PDTE functionality with one-

sided simulation if the following conditions hold: For every pair x, x′ of different
client’s inputs, it holds ViewΠPDTE

S (M, x)
c
≡ ViewΠPDTE

S (M, x′); and ΠPDTE is sim-
ulatable against every PPT adversary controlling C.
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4 The Basic Protocol

We present a modular description of our protocol starting by the data structure.

4.1 Data Structure

We follow the idea of previous protocols [4,12,32] of marking edges of the tree
with comparison result. So if the comparison at node v is the bit b then we mark
the right edge to v with b and the left edge with 1 − b. For convenience, we will
instead store this information at the child nodes of v and refer to it as cmp.

Definition 6 (Data Structure). For a decision tree model M = (T , thr, att),
we let Node be a data structure that for each node v defines the following fields:
v.threshold stores the threshold thr(v) of v; v.aIndex stores the associated index
att(v); v.parent stores the pointer to the parent node (null for the root); v.left
stores the pointer to the left child node (null for each leaf); v.right stores the
pointer to the right child node (null for each leaf); v.cmp is computed during the
tree evaluation and stores the comparison bit b← [xatt(v.parent) ≥ thr(v.parent)] if v
is a right node. Otherwise it stores 1− b; v.cLabel stores the classification label if
v is a leaf node and the empty string otherwise. We use D to denote the set of
all decision nodes and L the set of all leaf nodes of M. As a result, we use the
equivalent notation M = (T , thr, att) = (D,L).

With the data structure defined above, we now define the classification function.

Definition 7 (Classification Function). Let x=(x0, . . . , xn−1) be the attribute
vector and M = (D,L) be the DT model. We define the classification function
to be fc(x,M) = tr(x, root), where root is the root node and tr is the traverse
function define as:

tr(x, v) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

tr(x, v.left) if v ∈D and xv.aIndex < v.threshold

tr(x, v.right) if v ∈D and xv.aIndex ≥ v.threshold

v if v ∈ L

Lemma 1. Let x = (x0, . . . , xn−1) be an attribute vector and M = (T , thr, att) =
(D,L) a DT model. We have T (x) = b · tr(x, root.right) + (1 − b) · tr(x, root.left),
where b = [xatt(root) ≥ thr(root)] is the comparison at the root node.

Proof. The proof follows by induction on the depth of the tree. In the base case,
we have a tree of depth one (i.e., the root and two leaves). In the induction step,
we have two trees of depth d and we joint them by adding a new root.
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1: function EvalPaths(D, L)
2: let Q be a queue
3: Q.enqueue(root)
4: while Q.empty() = false do
5: v ←Q.dequeue()
6: [[v.left.cmp]]← [[v.left.cmp]] ⊡ [[v.cmp]]

7: [[v.right.cmp]]← [[v.right.cmp]] ⊡ [[v.cmp]]
8: if v.left ∈D then
9: Q.enqueue(v.left)

10: if v.right ∈D then
11: Q.enqueue(v.right)

Algorithm1. Aggregating Decision Bits

4.2 Algorithms

Initialization. The Initialization consists of a one-time key generation. The
client generates appropriate pair (pk, sk) of public and private keys for a HE
scheme, and sends pk to the server. For each input classification, the client just
encrypts its input and sends it to the server. The size of homomorphic cipher-
texts are in general very large. To reduce the communication cost of sending
client’s input, one can use a trusted randomizer that does not take part in the
real protocol and is not allowed to collaborate with the server. The trusted ran-
domizer generates a list of random strings r and sends the encrypted strings
[[r]] to server and the list of r’s to the client. For an input x, the client then
sends x + r to the server in the real protocol. This technique is similar to the
commodity based cryptography [3] with the difference that the client can play
the role of the randomizer itself and sends the list of [[r]]’s (when the network is
not too busy) before the protocol’s start.

Computing Decision Bits. The server starts by computing for each node
v ∈D the comparison bit b← [xatt(v) ≥ thr(v)] and stores b at the right child node
(v.right.cmp = b) and 1 − b at the left child node (v.left.cmp = 1 − b). We refer to
this algorithm as EvalDnode(D, [[x]]).

Aggregating Decision Bits. Then for each leaf node v, the server aggregates
the comparison bits along the path from the root to v. We implement it using a
queue and traversing the tree in BFS as illustrated in Algorithm 1.

Finalizing. After Aggregating the decision bits along the path to the leaf nodes,
each leaf node v stores either v.cmp = 0 or v.cmp = 1. Then, the server aggre-
gates the decision bits at the leaves by computing for each leaf v the value
[[v.cmp]] ⊡ [[v.cLabel]] and summing all the results. We refer to this algorithm as
Finalize(L).

Putting It All Together. As illustrated in Protocol 2, the whole computation
is performed by the server. It sequentially computes the algorithms described
above and sends the resulting ciphertext to the client. The client decrypts and
outputs the classification label. The correctness follows from Lemma 1.
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5 Binary Implementation

In this section, we describe Pdt-Bin, an instantiation of the basic scheme that
requires encoding the plaintexts using their bit representation. Hence, cipher-
texts encrypt bits and arithmetic operations are done mod 2.

5.1 Input Encoding

We encrypt plaintext bitwise. For each plaintext xi with bit representation
xb

i = xiμ . . . xi1, we use [[xb
i ]] to denote the vector ([[xiμ]], . . . , [[xi1]]), consisting

of encryptions of the bits of xi. As a result, the client needs to send nμ cipher-
texts for the n attribute values. Unfortunately, homomorphic ciphertexts might
be quite large. We can already use the trusted randomizer as explained before to
send blinded inputs instead of ciphertexts in this phase. This, however, improves
only the online communication. We additionally want to use the SVCP SIMD
technique that allows to pack many plaintexts into the same ciphertext and
manipulate them together during homomorphic operations.

5.2 Ciphertext Packing

In the binary encoding, ciphertext packing means that each ciphertext encrypts
s bits, where s is the number of slots in the ciphertext. Then we can use this
property in three different ways. First, one could pack the bit representation of
each classification label in a single ciphertext and allow the server to send back
a single ciphertext to the client. Second, one could encrypt several attributes
together and classify them with a single protocol evaluation. Finally, one could
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encrypt multiple decision node thresholds that must be compared to the same
attribute in the DT model.

Packing Classification Label’s Bits. Aggregating the decision bits using
Algorithm 1 produces for each leaf v ∈L a decision bit [[bv]] which encrypts 1 for
the classification leaf and 0 otherwise. Moreover, because of SVCP, the bit bv

is replicated to all slots. Now, let k be the number of classification labels (i.e.,
|L|=k) and its bitlength be |k|. For each v ∈L, we let cv denote the classification
label v.cLabel which is |k|-bit long and has bit representation cbv = cv|k| . . . cv1

with corresponding packed encryption [[�cv]] = [[cv|k|| . . . |cv1|0| . . . |0]]. As a result,
computing [[bv]] ⊡ [[�cv]] for each leaf v ∈ L and summing over all leaves results in
the correct classification label. Note that, this assumes that one is classifying
only one vector and not many as in the next case.

Packing Attribute Values. Let x(1), . . . , x(s) be s possible attribute vectors
with x(l)

= [x(l)
1 , . . . , x

(l)
n ], 1 ≤ l ≤ s. For each x

(l)
i , let x

(l)b

i = x
(l)
iμ , . . . , x

(l)
i1 be the bit

representation. Then, the client generates for each attribute xi the ciphertexts
[[cxiμ]], . . . , [[cxi2]], [[cxi1]] as illustrated in Fig. 1a.

To shorten the notation, let yj denote the threshold of the j-th decision
node (i.e., yj = vj .threshold) and assume vj .aIndex = i. The server just encrypts
each threshold bitwise which automatically replicates the bit to all slots. This is
illustrated in Fig. 1b.

Fig. 1. Packing attribute values

Note that ([[cyjμ]], . . . , [[cyj1]]) = [[yb
j ]] holds because of SVCP. The above

described encoding allows to compare s attribute values together with
one threshold. This is possible because the routine SheCmp is compat-
ible with SVCP such that we have: SheCmp(([[cxiμ]], . . . , [[cxi1]]), [[yb

j ]]) =

([[b(1)ij | . . . |b(s)ij ]], [[b(1)ji | . . . |b(s)ji ]]), where b
(l)
ij = [x(l)

i > yj ] and b
(l)
ji = [yj > x

(l)
i ]. This

results in a single ciphertext such that the l-th slot contains the comparison
result between b

(l)
ij .

Aggregating decision bits remains unchanged as described in Algorithm 1.
It results in a packed ciphertext [[bv]] = [[b(1)v | . . . |b(s)v ]] for each leaf v ∈ L, where
b
(l)
v = 1 if x(l) classifies to leaf v and b

(l)
u = 0 for all other leaf u ∈ L ∖ {v}.

For the classification label cv of a leaf node v ∈L, let [[cbv]]= ([[cv|k|]], . . . , [[cv1]])
denote the encryption of the bit representation cbv = cv|k| . . . cv1. To select
the correct classification label algorithm Finalize(L) is updated as follows.
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We compute [[cv|k|]] ⊡ [[bv]], . . . , [[cv1]] ⊡ [[bv]] for each leaf v ∈ L and sum them
component-wise over all leaves. This results in the encrypted bit representation
of the correct classification labels.

Packing Threshold Values. In this case, the client encrypts a single attribute
in one ciphertext, while the server encrypts multiple threshold values in a single
ciphertext. Hence, for an attribute value xi, the client generates the ciphertexts
similar to in Fig. 1a. Let mi be the number of decision nodes that compare to the
attribute xi (i.e., mi=|{vj∈D : vj .aIndex = i}|). The server packs all corresponding
threshold values in

⌈
mi

s

⌉
ciphertext(s).

The packing of threshold values allows to compare one attribute value against
multiple threshold values together. Unfortunately, we do not have access to the
slots while performing homomorphic operation. Hence, to aggregate the decision
bits, we make mi copies of the resulting packed decision bits and shift left each
decision bit to the first slot. Then the aggregation of the decision bits and the
finalizing algorithm work as in the previous case with the only difference that
only the result in the first slot matters and the remaining can be set to 0.

5.3 Efficient Path Evaluation

Homomorphic multiplication increases the noise significantly [5]. To evaluate
paths, we need to keep the multiplication depth small.

Definition 8 (Multiplicative Depth). Let f be a function, Cf be a boolean
circuit that computes f and consists of AND-gates or multiplication (modulo
2) gates and XOR-gates or addition (modulo 2) gates. The circuit depth of
Cf is the maximal length of a path from an input gate to an output gate. The
multiplicative depth of Cf is the path from an input gate to an output gate with
the largest number of multiplication gates.

Path evaluation requires to homomorphically compute f([a1, . . . , an]) =Πn
i=1ai,

where the ai are comparison results on the path.

Lemma 2 (Logarithmic Multiplicative Depth). Let [a1, . . . , an] be an
array of n integers and f be the function: f([a1, . . . , an]) = [a′

1, . . . a
′
�n

2 �], where

a′
i =

{
a2i−1 · a2i if (n mod 2 = 0) ∨ (i <

⌈
n
2

⌉
),

an if (n mod 2 = 1) ∧ (i =
⌈

n
2

⌉
).

Moreover, let f be an iterated function where f i is the i-th iterate defined as:

f i([a1, . . . , an]) =

{
[a1, . . . , an] if i = 0,

f(f i−1([a1, . . . , an])) if i ≥ 1.

The |n|-th iterate f |n| of f computes Πn
i=1ai and has multiplicative depth |n| − 1

if n is a power of two and |n| otherwise, where |n| = log n is the bitlength of n:
f |n|([a1, . . . , an]) = [Πn

i=1ai].
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Due to space constraints, we provide the algorithm for path evaluation with
multiplicative depth in the Appendix (Algorithm6). This algorithm consists of a
main function EvalPathsE that collects for each leaf v encrypted comparison
results on the path from the root to v, and a sub-function EvalMul which
multiplies comparison results according to Lemma 2.

Although highly parallelizable, EvalPathsE is still not optimal, as each path
is considered individually. Since multiple paths in a binary tree share a common
prefix (from the root), one would ideally want to handle common prefixes one
time and not many times for each leaf. This can be solved using memoization
technique which is an optimization that stores results of expensive function calls
such that they can be used latter if needed. Unfortunately, naive memoization
would require a complex synchronization in a multi-threaded environment and
linear multiplicative depth. The next section describes a pre-computation on the
tree, that would allow us to have the best of both worlds - multiplication with
logarithmic depth along the paths, while reusing the result of common prefixes.

5.4 Improving Path Evaluation with Pre-Computation

The idea behind this optimization is to use directed acyclic graph which we want
to define first.

Definition 9 (DAG). A directed acyclic graph (DAG) is a graph with directed
edges in which there are no cycles. A vertex v of a DAG is said to be reachable
from another vertex u if there exists a non-trivial path that starts at u and ends at
v. The reachability relationship is a partial order ≤ and we say that two vertices
u and v are ordered as u ≤ v if there exists a directed path from u to v.

We require our DAGs to have a unique maximum element. The edges in the
DAG define dependency relation between vertices.

Definition 10 (Dependency Graph). Let h be the function that takes two
DAGs G1, G2 and returns a DAG G3 that connects the maxima of G1 and G2.
We define the function g([a1, . . . , an]) that takes an array of integers and returns:

– a graph with a single vertex labeled with a1 if n = 1
– h(g([a1, . . . , an′ ]), g([an′

+1, . . . , an])) if n > 1 holds, where n′
= 2|n|−1 and |n|

denotes the bitlength of n.

We call the DAG G generated by G=g([a1, . . . , an]) a dependency graph. For each
edge (ai, aj) in G such that i<j, we say that aj depends on ai and denote this by
adding ai in the dependency list of aj. We require that if L(j) = [ai1 , . . . , ai|L(j)| ]
is the dependency list of aj then it holds i1 > i2 > . . . i|L(j)|.

An example of dependency graph generated by the function g([a1, . . . , an]) is
illustrated in Fig. 2a for n = 4 and n = 5.

Lemma 3. Let [a1, . . . , an] be an array of n integers. Then g([a1, . . . , an]) as
defined above generates a DAG whose maximum element is marked with an.
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Lemma 4. Let [a1, . . . , an] be an array of n integers, G = g([a1, . . . , an]) be a
DAG as above, and L(j)= [ai1 , . . . , ai|L(j)| ] be the dependency list of aj. Then the
algorithm in Fig. 2b computes Πn

i=1ai with a multiplicative depth of log(n).

Fig. 2. DAG pre-computation and multiplication algorithm using DAG

The proofs of Lemmas 3 and 4 follow by induction similar to Lemma 2.
Before describing the improved path evaluation algorithm, we first extend our
Node data structure by adding to it a new field representing a stack denoted
dag, that stores the dependency list. Moreover, we group the nodes of the DT
by level and use an array denoted level[ ], such that level[0] stores a pointer to
the root and level[i] stores pointers to the child nodes of level[i−1] for i≥1. Now,
we are ready to describe the improved path evaluation algorithm which consists
of a pre-computation step and an online step.

The pre-computation is a one-time computation that depends only on the
structure of the DT and requires no encryption. As described in Algorithm7,
its main function ComputeDag uses the leveled structure of the tree and the
dependency graph defined above to compute the dependency list of each node in
the tree (i.e., the DAG defined above). The sub-function AddEdge is used to
actually add nodes to the dependency list of another node (i.e., by adding edges
between these nodes in the DAG).

The online step is described in Algorithm 8. It follows the idea of the algo-
rithm in Fig. 2b by multiplying decision bit level-wise depending on the depen-
dency lists. The correctness follows from Lemma 4.
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(a) Amortized cost with HElib (b) EvalPathsP vs. EvalPathsE

(c) Using HElibmed for 16-bit inputs (d) Pdt-Bin Runtime with TFHE

Fig. 3. Pdt-Bin runtime

6 Evaluation

In this section, we discuss some implementation details and evaluate our schemes.

6.1 Implementation Details

We implemented our algorithms using HElib [21] and TFHE [10,11]. We also
implemented the main algorithm using an arithmetic circuit based on Lin-Tzeng
comparison protocol [26,35]. We refer to this implementation as Pdt-Int. HElib
is a C++ library that implements FHE. The current version includes an imple-
mentation of the BGV scheme [5]. HElib also includes various optimizations that
make FHE runs faster, including ciphertext packing (SVCP) techniques [31].

TFHE is a C/C++ library that implements FHE proposed by Chillotti et
al. [10]. It allows to evaluate any boolean circuit on encrypted data. The current
version implements a very fast gate-by-gate bootstrapping, i.e., bootstrapping is
performed after each gate evaluation. Future versions will include leveled FHE
and ciphertext packing Chillotti et al. [10]. Dai and Sunar [13,14] propose an
implementation of TFHE on CUDA-enabled GPUs that is 26 times faster.

We evaluated our scheme on an AWS instance with Intel(R) Xeon(R) Plat-
inum 8124M CPU @ 3.00 GHz running Ubuntu 18.04.2 LTS; with 36 CPUs,
144 GB Memory and 8 GB SSD. As the bottleneck of our scheme is the overhead
of the HE, we focus on the computation done by the server. We describe HE
parameters and the performance of basic operations in AppendixA.
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6.2 Performance of Pdt-Bin

In this section, we report on our experiment with Pdt-Bin on complete trees.
Recall that for FHE supporting SIMD, we can use attribute values packing
that allows to evaluate many attribute vectors together. We, therefore, focus on
attribute packing to show the advantage of SIMD. Figure 3a illustrates the amor-
tized runtime of Pdt-Bin with HElib. That is, the time of one PDTE evaluation
divided by the number of slots in a ciphertext. As one can expect, the runtime
clearly depends on the bitlength of the attribute values and the depth of the tree.
The results show a clear advantage of HElib when classifying large data sets. For
paths aggregation, we proposed EvalPathsE (Algorithm 6) and EvalPathsP
(Algorithm 8). Figure 3b illustrates Pdt-Bin runtime using these algorithms in a
multi-threaded environment and shows a clear advantage of EvalPathsP which
will be used in the remaining experiments with Pdt-Bin. Figure 3c illustrates
the runtime of Pdt-Bin with HElibmed showing that the computation cost is
dominated by the computation of decision bits which involves homomorphic eval-
uation of comparison circuits. In Fig. 3d, we report the evaluation of Pdt-Bin
using TFHE, which shows a clear advantage compared to HElib. For the same
experiment with 72 threads, TFHE evaluates a complete tree of depth 10 and
64-bit input in less than 80 s, while HElib takes about 400 s for 16-bit input.
Recall that, a CUDA implementation [13,14] of TFHE can further improve the
time of Pdt-Bin using TFHE.

6.3 Performance on Real Datasets

We also performed experiments on real datasets from the UCI repository [36].
For Pdt-Bin, we reported the costs for HElib (single and amortized) and the
costs for TFHE. Since TFHE evaluates only boolean circuits, we only have imple-
mentation and evaluation of Pdt-Int with HElib. We also illustrate in Table 1
the costs of two best previous works that rely only on HE, whereby the figures
are taken from the respective papers [28,32]. For one protocol run, Pdt-Bin
with TFHE is much more faster than Pdt-Bin with HElib which is also faster
than Pdt-Int with HElib. However, because of the large number of slots, the
amortized cost of Pdt-Bin with HElib is better. For 16-bit inputs, our amortized
time with HElib and our time with TFHE outperform XCMP [28] which used
12-bit inputs. For the same input bitlength, XCMP is still much more better
than our one run using HElib, since the multiplicative depth is just 3. However,
our schemes still have a better communication and Pdt-Bin has no leakage.
While the scheme of Tai et al. [32] in the semi-honest model has a better time
for 64-bit inputs than our schemes for 16-bit inputs, it requires a fast network
communication and at least double cost in the malicious model. The efficiency
of Tai et al. is in part due to their ECC implementation of the lifted ElGamal,
which allows a fast runtime and smaller ciphertexts, but is not secure against a
quantum attacker, unlike lattice-based FHE as used in our schemes.
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Table 1. Runtime (in seconds) on Real Datasets: λ is the security level. μ is the input
bit length. #thd is the number of threads. Column “one” is the time for one protocol
run while “am.” is the amortized time (e.g., the time for one run divided by s).

Pdt-Bin Pdt-Bin Pdt-Int [28] [32]

(TFHE) (HElib) (HElib) (HElib) (mcl [29])

λ 128 150 135 128 128

μ 16 16 16 12 64

#thd 16 16 16 16 -

n, d, m one am. one am. one one one

Heart-disease 13, 3, 5 0.94 0.05 40.61 0.0073 45.59 0.59 0.25

Housing 13, 13, 92 6.30 0.35 252.38 0.90 428.23 10.27 1.98

Spambase 57, 17, 58 3.66 0.24 174.46 0.72 339.60 6.88 1.80

Artificial 16, 10, 500 22.39 1.81 1303.55 0.75 2207.13 56.37 10.42

Table 2. Comparison of PDTE protocols.

Scheme Rounds Tools Communication Comparisons Leakage

[7] ≈5 HE+GC O(
2d

)
d m, d

[2] ≈4 HE+GC O(
2d

)
d m, d

[4] ≥6 FHE/SHE O(
2d

)
m m

[38] 6 HE+OT O(
2d

)
m m

[32] 4 HE O(
2d

)
m m

[12] ≈9 SS O(
2d

)
m m, d

[34] O(d) GC,OT O(
2d

)
d m, d

ORAM O(
d2

)

[28] 1 FHE/SHE O(
2d

)
m m

Pdt-Bin 1 FHE/SHE O(1), O(d) m -

Pdt-Int 1 O(
2d/s

)
m

7 Related Work

Our work is related to secure multiparty computation (SMC) [16,20], private
function evaluation (PFE) [25,30] particularly privacy-preserving DT evalua-
tion [2,4,7,23,24,32,34,38] which we briefly review in this section and refer to
the literature for more details. Brikell et al. [7] propose the first protocol for
PDTE by combining additively HE and garbled circuits (GC) in a novel way.
Although the evaluation time of Brikell et al.’s scheme is sublinear in the tree
size, the secure program itself and hence the communication cost is linear and
therefore not efficient for large trees. Barni et al. [2] improve the previous scheme
by reducing the computation costs by a constant factor. Bost et al. [4] repre-
sent the DT as a multivariate polynomial. The parties evaluate this polynomial
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Table 3. Comparison of 1-round PDTE protocols.

Scheme SIMD Generic Output-expressive Multiplicative Depth Output Length

[28] No No No 3 2d+1

Pdt-Bin Yes Yes Yes |μ| + |d| + 2 1 or d

Pdt-Int Yes Yes No |μ| + 1
⌈
2d/s

⌉

interactively and encrypted under the client’s public key using a fully HE Wu
et al. [38] use different techniques that require only additively HE (AHE). They
use the DGK protocol [15] for comparison and reveal to the server comparison
bits encrypted under the client’s public key. Tai et al. [32] use the DGK com-
parison protocol [15] and AHE as well, but mark the edges with the comparison
results at each node. Tueno et al. [34] represent the tree as an array. Then, they
traverse the tree interactively and use secure array indexing to select the next
node and attribute. Kiss et al. [24] propose a modular design consisting of the
sub-functionalities: selection of attributes, integer comparison, and evaluation
of paths. De Cock et al. [12] follow the same idea as some previous schemes,
but operate in the information theoretic model using secret sharing (SS) based
SMC and commodity-based cryptography [3]. Using a polynomial encoding of the
inputs and BGV homomorphic scheme [5], Lu et al. [28] propose a non-interactive
comparison protocol called XCMP which is output expressive (i.e., it preserves
additive homomorphism). They implement the scheme of Tai et al. [32] using
XCMP. The resulting PDTE is non-interactive and efficient because of the small
multiplicative depth. However, it is not generic, as it primarily works for small
inputs and depends explicitly on BGV-type HE scheme. Moreover, it does not
support SIMD operations and is no longer output expressive as XCMP. Hence,
it cannot be extended to a larger protocol (e.g., random forest [6]) while pre-
serving the non-interactive property. Finally, its output length (i.e., the number
of resulted ciphertexts from server computation) is exponential in the depth d of
the tree, while the output length of our binary instantiation Pdt-Bin is at most
linear in d. A comparison of PDTE protocols is summarized in Tables 2 and 3.
A more detailed complexity analysis of our schemes is described in AppendixC.

8 Conclusion

While almost all existing PDTE protocols require many interaction between the
client and the server, we designed and implemented novel client-server protocols
that delegate the complete evaluation to the server while preserving privacy
and keeping the overhead low. Our solutions rely on SHE/FHE and evaluate
the tree on ciphertexts encrypted under the client’s public key. Since current
SHE/FHE schemes have high overhead, we combine efficient data representations
with different algorithmic optimizations to keep the computational overhead and
the communication cost low.
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A Encryption Parameters and Basic Operations

Recall that FHE schemes – as considered in this paper – are usually defined
over a ring Z[X]/(XN

+ 1) and that the encryption scheme might be a leveled
FHE with parameter L. For HElib, the parameters N and L determines how to
generate encryption keys for a security level λ which is at least 128 in all our
experiments. The degree of the ring polynomial in HElib is not necessarily a
power of 2. The ring polynomial is chosen among the cyclotomic polynomials.
For HElib, we abuse the notation and use N to denote the N -th cyclotomic poly-
nomial. Given the value of L and other parameters, the HElib function FindM(·)
computes the N -th cyclotomic polynomial, that guarantees a security level at
least equal to a given security parameter λ. Table 4 summarizes the parameters
we used for key generation and the resulting sizes for encryption keys and cipher-
texts. We refer to it as homomorphic context or just context. For HElib, one needs
to choose L large enough than the depth of the circuit to be evaluated and then
computes an appropriate value for N that ensures a security level at least 128.
We experimented with tree different contexts (HElibsmall,HElibmed,HElibbig)
for the binary representation used in Pdt-Bin, and HElibint for the integer rep-
resentation used in Pdt-Int. For TFHE, the default value of N is 1024 and the
security level is 128 while L is infinite because of the gate-by-gate bootstrapping.
We used the context TFHE128 to evaluate Pdt-Bin with TFHE. The last two
columns of Table 4 reports the average runtime for encryption and decryption
over 100 runs.

Table 4. HE Parameters and Results: For HElib, column N is not the degree of the
ring polynomial, but the N -th cyclotomic polynomial. It is computed in HElib using a
function called FindM(·).

Name L N λ (bits) Slots sk (MB) pk (MB) Ctxt (MB) Enc (ms) Dec (ms)

HElibsmall 200 13981 151 600 52.2 51.6 1.7 59.21 26.08

HElibmed 300 18631 153 720 135.4 134.1 3.7 124.39 54.31

HElibbig 500 32109 132 1800 370.1 367.1 8.8 283.49 127.11

HElibint 450 24793 138.161 6198 370.1 367.1 8.8 323.41 88.63

TFHE128 ∞ 1024 128 1 82.1 82.1 0.002 0.04842 0.00129

B Security Analysis

It is straightforward to see that our protocols are secure. There is no interaction
with the client during the computation and a semi-honest server sees only IND-
CPA ciphertexts. A semi-honest client only learns the encryption of the result.
A malicious server can only return a false classification result. This is inherent to
PFE where the function (the DT in our case) is an input to the computation. A
malicious client can send a too “noisy” ciphertext, such that after the computa-
tion at the server a correct decryption is not possible, leaking some information.
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Input: leaves set L, decision nodes set D
Output: Updated v.cmp for each v ∈ L
1: function EvalPathsE(L, D)
2: for each v ∈ L do
3: let d = #nodes on the path (root→ v)
4: let path = empty array of length d
5: l← d

6: w ← v
7: while w � =root do � path to root
8: path[l]← [[w.cmp]]
9: l← l − 1
10: w ← w.parent

11: [[v.cmp]]← EvalMul(1, d, path)

Input: integers from, to; array of nodes path
Output: Product of elements in path
1: function EvalMul(from, to, path)
2: if from ≥ to then
3: return path[from]

4: n← to − from + 1
5: mid← 2|n−1|−1

+ from − 1 � |n| = log2(n)
6: [[left]]← EvalMul(from,mid, path)
7: [[right]]← EvalMul(mid + 1, to, path)
8: return [[left]] ⊡ [[right]]

Algorithm6. Paths Evaluation with log Multiplicative Depth

Input: integers up and low
Output: Computed v.dag for each v ∈D ∪ L
1: function ComputeDag(up, low)
2: if up ≥ low then
3: return � end the recursion
4: δ ← low − up + 1

5: mid← 2|δ−1|−1
− 1+ up � |δ| bitlength of δ

6: for each v ∈ level[low] do

7: AddEdge(v, low,mid)

8: for i = mid + 1 to low − 1 do �
non-deepest leaves

9: for each v ∈ level[i] ∩ L do
10: AddEdge(v, i,mid)

11: ComputeDag(up,mid)
12: ComputeDag(mid + 1, low)

Input: Node v, integers currLvl and destLvl
Output: Updated v.dag
1: function AddEdge(v, currLvl, destLvl)
2: w ← v

3: while currLvl > destLvl do
4: w ← w.parent
5: currLvl← currLvl − 1
6: v.dag.push(w) � dag is a stack

Algorithm7. Pre-computation of Multiplication DAG

This attack works only with level FHE and is easy to deal with, namely the com-
putation of a ciphertext capacity is a public function which the server can use to
check the ciphertexts before starting the computation. As Pdt-Bin returns the
bit representation of the resulted classification label whose bitlength is public
(i.e., the set of possible classification labels is known to the client), there is no
leakage beyond the final output. Pdt-Int returns as many ciphertexts as there
are leaves and, therefore, leaks the number of decision nodes.

C Complexity Analysis

We now analyse the complexity of our schemes. We assume that the decision
tree is a complete tree with depth d.

Complexity of Pdt-Bin. The SHE comparison circuit has multiplicative depth
|μ − 1| + 1 and requires O(μ · |μ|) multiplications [9]. That is, the evaluation of
all decision nodes requires O

(
2dμ · |μ|

)
multiplications. The path evaluation has

a multiplicative depth of |d− 1| and requires for all 2d paths O
(
d2d

)
multiplica-

tions. The evaluation of the leaves has a multiplicative depth of 1 and requires
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Input: nodes stored by level in array level
Output: Updated v.cmp for each v ∈ L
1: function EvalPathsP
2: for i = 1 to d do � top to bottom level

3: for each v ∈ level[i] do
4: while NOT v.dag.empty() do � stack
5: w ← v.dag.pop()
6: [[v.cmp]]← [[v.cmp]] ⊡ [[w.cmp]]

Algorithm8. Aggregate Decision Bits with DAG

in total 2d multiplications. The total multiplicative depth for Pdt-Bin is, there-
fore, |μ − 1| + |d − 1| + 2 ≈ |μ| + |d| + 2 while the total number of multiplications is
O

(
2dμ · |μ| + d2d

+ 2d
)
≈O

(
d2d

)
.

For the label packing, the bit representation of each classification label is
packed in one ciphertext. This hold for the final result as well. As a result, if the
tree is complete and all classification labels are distinct, then the server sends⌈

d
s

⌉
ciphertext(s) to client. In practice, however,

⌈
d
s

⌉
= 1 holds as d is smaller

that the number s of slots.
For threshold packing, the decision bit bv at node v is encrypted as [[bv|0|...|0]].

By encrypting the classification label ci =ci|k|...ci1 as [[ci|k||0|...|0]], ..., [[ci1|0|...|0]],
the final result cl will be encrypted similarly such that with extra shifts, we
can build the ciphertext [[cl|k||...|cl1|0|...|0]]. As a result, the server sends only 1
ciphertext back to the client.

For other cases (e.g., attribute packing, or no packing at all as in the current
implementation of TFHE), the bits of a classification label are encrypted sepa-
rately which holds for the final result as well. As a result the server sends back
d ciphertexts to the client.

Complexity of Pdt-Int. The modified Lin-Tzeng comparison circuit has mul-
tiplicative |μ − 1| and requires O(μ − 1) multiplications. As a result, the evalua-
tion of all decision node requires O

(
(μ − 1)2d

)
multiplications. In Pdt-Int, the

path evaluation does not requires any multiplication. However, the leave evalua-
tion has a multiplicative depth of 1 and requires in total 2d multiplications. The
total multiplicative depth for Pdt-Int is therefore |μ − 1| + 1 ≈ |μ| + 1 while the
total number of multiplications is O

(
(μ − 1)2d

+ 2d
)
≈O

(
2d

)
.

For Pdt-Int, it is not possible to aggregate the leaves as in Pdt-Bin. If the
client is classifying many inputs, the server must send 2d ciphertexts back. If
the client is classifying only one input, then the server can use shifts to pack the
result in

⌈
2d

s

⌉
ciphertext(s).
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